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Another Oil 
Discovered 
In Namibia

The Namibian National Petroleum 
Corporation (NAMCOR), in 
partnership with Shell and Qatar 
Energy, announced on Monday that 
oil was discovered in the Jonker-
1X Deepwater exploration well. 
The wells were drilled in blocks 
2913A and 2914B (PEL 0039) of the 
Orange Basin off the southern coast 
of Namibia, NAMCOR said in a 
statement. 

According to NAMCOR, drilling 
will begin in December 2022 and will 
be successfully completed in early 
March. The Jonker 1X discovery, 

located about 270 kilometers deep off 
the coast of Namibia, is the third they 
have drilled in a year under a license 
held by Shell. 

The semi-submersible platform 
Odell Deepsea Bollsta has drilled 
wells to a total depth of 6,168 meters 
in 2,210 meters of water, according to 
NAMCOR.

The data collected are currently 
being interpreted, and further 
evaluation drilling is planned to 
determine the size and potential of 
minable resources for discovery . 

“Congratulations to our partners 

Namcor

Shell (operator) and Qatar Energy 
for safely drilling the 1X Deepwater 
well. The promising drilling result is 
geological evidence for the significant 
hydrocarbon potential in the Orange 
Basin Deepwater resource.” – the 
statement read.

With this discovery, NAMCOR 
looks forward to working with its joint 
venture partners and shareholders 
-the Government of the Republic 

of Namibia on evaluation activities 
and joint ventures to fully evaluate 
the commercialization. NAMCOR 
commented as follows: This 
discovery demonstrates the exciting, 
world-class potential of the Deep-
Sea Orange Basin. The Joint Venture 
Group includes Shell Namibia B.V 
(45%), Qatar Energy (45%) and 
NAMCOR (10%). 

Student Union calls on government to create 
jobs through vocational centers

The Student Union of Namibia 
(SUN) has appealed to the Ministry 
of Higher Education, Training, and 
Innovation to open more vocational 
training centers, provide schools 
with furniture, and create job 
opportunities.

This was during a press conference 
in Windhoek on Friday, when the 
SUN president Benhard Kavau said 
Technical and Vocational Education 
and Training (TVET) centers should 
be empowered to manufacture 
pupils› shoes and class furniture.

He was referring to the 
appropriation bill through which the 
higher education ministry has been 
allocated N$3,8 billion and basic 
education N$16,8 billion.

Kavau said the money should be 
focused on instructors› education, 
training, and upskilling (in-
country and abroad) to enrich them 
with professional and technical 
knowledge in new economic niche 
areas.

“ Let the Kavango region have a 
TVET center that makes chairs and 

tables to give to pupils at school. We 
cannot accept that after more than 
30 years of independence, pupils are 
sitting on the floor, ” he said.

The union›s acting secretary for 
education, arts, and culture, Hilma 
Amadhila, further pleaded for the 
ministry to increase the Namibia 
Students Financial Assistance Fund 
(NSFAF) amount.

The union urged the prompt 
disposal of money to the NSFAF to 
reduce delays in payments.

Amadhila said the ministry should 
aim to separate the amount allocated 
to each sector to indicate the specific 
amounts used and for what.

“ When the money is put together, 
we do not know what it is used 
for, because we do not see any 
improvements, ” she said.

The union appealed to the 
ministry to hasten the construction 
of more classrooms and pupil 
accommodations to avoid the poor 
performance of grade 11 and grade 
12 pupils.

“ We want to see to it that the 

Universal Primary Education Grant 
(UPE) is paid to schools on time. We 
want to see quick appointments of 
qualified teachers in the ministry, ” 
Amadhila said.

Vocational education is one that 
prepares pupils to work as technicians 
or to take up employment in a skilled 

craft or trade as tradespersons 
and artisans. It has been shown 
to help individuals develop social 
competencies and improve health-
related behavior, which can have 
a positive impact on a pupil›s 
motivation and self-confidence, 
especially among the unemployed.
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Find the Hidden Adjectives

Fun Facts
Though less common than earthquakes, the moon actually has 
moonquakes, too. That›s right. Moonquakes.

You probably know that snails are petty slow creatures, but did you 
know that they also take the longest naps? One nap can last up to 
three years!

Bees can sting other bees — usually if they feel threatened or are 
protecting their territory. In other words, you're not the only one 
who's scared of getting stung.

Whether you've seen a tiger in real life or in a photo, you know that 
they have striped fur. But they actually have striped skin, as well.

You may know that everyone's fingerprints are different, but did you 
know that the same is true of everyone's tongue print?

You may know that everyone's fingerprints are different, but did you 
know that the same is true of everyone›s tongue print?

In a group of 23 people, there is a 50% chance that two will share the 
same birthday.

It may feel a lot longer in the moment, but the average person spends 
two weeks of their life sitting at traffic lights.

Like humans, koalas actually have unique individual fingerprints. 
If you place a koala and human finger print side by side, they›re 
actually pretty hard to differentiate.

Popular Birthdays, Deaths, 
Marriges & Devorces

• Ferdinand I, Holy Roman 
Emperor (1558-64) who 
organized defense against the 
Ottoman invasion, born in 
Alcalá de Henares, Castile (d. 
1564)

• Thomas Howard, English 4th 
Duke of Norfolk (executed for 
treason by Queen Elizabeth 
I for his part in Ridolfi plot 
to overthrow her), born in 
Kenninghall, Norfolk, England 
(d. 1572)

• Simplicius, Italian Pope (468-
83), dies Ferdinand I, Holy Roman

• Princess Elizabeth of Clarence, second daughter of Duke and Duchess 
of Clarence, later King William IV and Queen Adelaide, dies at less than 
3 months old

• John VI “the Clement”, King of Portugal (1816-26), dies at 56
• Ciro Pinsuti, Italian pianist and composer, dies at 57
• Holy Roman Emperor Charles V (26) marries Princess Isabella of 

Portugal (22), his 1st cousin, in Seville
• Brazilian singer-actress Tania Mara (24) weds director Jayme Monjardim 

(50) at Chapel of Sao Jose das Botas on the grounds of Hotel Fazenda 
Florenca in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

• Dutch Crown Princess Beatrix (later Queen Beatrix) (28) weds German 
aristocrat Claus von Amsberg (39) in Amsterdam

• 14th Prince of Ligne Michel Charles Eugène Marie Lamoral (29) weds 
Princess of Ligne Eleanora (27) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

• American author and journalist “The Old man and the Sea” Enerest 
Hemingway divorces 1st wife Elizabeth Hadley Richardson

“”
A bird 

in hand 
is worth 

two in the 
bush.  

~
English Proverb
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Xi Jinping begins historic third term 
as China's president

China′s leader Xi Jinping has 
secured a historic third term as 
president from the country›s 
rubber-stamp parliament.

It follows a consolidation of 
power that has made Mr Xi, 69, 
China′s most dominant leader in 
generations.

In the Chinese system of 
governance, the functions of the 
president are largely ceremonial.

Mr Xi′s power comes from 
him being General Secretary 
of the Communist Party and 
Chairman of the Central Military 
Commission (CMC).

He was handed both posts at a 
party congress last October.

Confirmation of his third term 
as president had been widely 
expected. The naming of a new 
premier and various ministers in 
the coming days is considered 
more important.

The new appointees are mostly 
expected to be Xi Jinping 

loyalists. This includes Li Qiang, 
who is tipped to serve as Mr Xi›s 
number two.

On Friday, Mr Xi has also gained 
another term as the chairman 
of the CMC of the People′s 
Republic of China. There are two 
CMCs in the country - one is a 
party organisation while another 
is a state institution - but their 
make-up is usually the same.

Mr Xi has solidified his rule as 
China reopens from his bruising 
zero-Covid policy that has 
fuelled anti-government protests. 
The country is also facing a 
falling birth rate that threatens its 
economic growth engine.

Ties between Beijing and 
Washington remain testy, recently 
highlighted by allegations China 
had been spying on the US with 
balloons.

“Whether a strengthened Xi 
and increasing centralisation 
is sufficient to overcome these 

problems - or perhaps make them 
worse - is unknown and perhaps 
not knowable at present, ” Ian 
Chong, a political scientist at the 
National University Singapore, 
told the BBC.

“In a sense, Xi is betting that 
centralisation under the party 
with him at the helm is a solution 
to these disparate issues, ” he 
said.

The so-called Two Sessions 
of the National People›s 
Congress and the Chinese 
People′s Political Consultative 
Conference (CPPCC) this week 
is closely watched as it provides 
a glimpse into China›s direction 
in the coming years.

Since Mao Zedong, leaders in 
China had been limited to two 
terms in office. When Mr Xi 
had this restriction changed in 
2018, it transformed him into a 
figure with a reach not seen since 
Chairman Mao.

Xi Jinping
Also on Friday, the national legislature 

appointed Han Zheng, a 68-year-old 
former Politburo Standing Committee 
member, as vice president.

The importance of the position varies 
since its functions are not fully defined. 
However, the last vice president, Wang 
Qishan, fronted Mr Xi′s anti-corruption 
campaign, Chong said.

Chances are that Mr Han will follow 
Mr Xi′s direction closely and enforce 
the president′s policies as necessary, he 
added.
SOURCE: BBC

By Samuel Daniel

No Water 
In Oshakati 

West

According to the information from 
Oshakati Town Council, residents 
of Oshakati West were informed 
on Tuesday that the council began 
replacing the old AC water pipes 
with new PVC pipes. This work 
started on Monday, March 6, and 
will continue until March 17, 2023.

The work will affect the water 
flow in the surrounding areas of 
Iipumbu High School, Jehovah›s 
Witness Church, and Tafel House 
Open Market.

Oshakati West residents in these 
surrounding areas are encouraged to 
store some water during this outage 
period. The water will turn on and 
off from time to time. Residents 
and homeowners in these areas are 
also urged to cooperate with the 
engineering department staff so that 
these works are completed by the 
deadline.

Mbalula accuses Julius Malema 
of stealing ANC ideas

ANC secretary-general Fikile 
Mbalula has accused EFF leader Julius 
Malema and his party of stealing his 
ANC’s ideas and implementing them 
as their own.

He alleged that Malema stole the 
idea of the cardinal pillars from the 
ANC.

“They stole our ideas. Malema ran 
with them, opened a party and says 
seven cardinal pillars points. That was 
the ANC Youth League (ANCYL) 
resolution.

“As much it was drafted by Floyd 
[Shivambu], he ran with it and claimed 
it as his own. We know those cardinal 
pillars points were drafted by Floyd 
for the ANCYL conference and were 
adopted. You called for economic 
emancipation and economic freedom 
in our lifetime. He ran with it and they 
formed a political party,” Mbalula 
said.

Mbalula said this while addressing 
the audience of an ANC Youth League 
fundraising breakfast.

According to Times Live, Malema 
and Shivambu formed the EFF in 
2013 after they were suspended from 
the ANC.

Shivambu was suspended from 
the ruling party in 2012 after the 
expulsion of Malema, who was then 
ANCYL president. The pair were 
given the boot for breaching party 
rules, the report said.

SOURCE: AFRICAN INSIDER Fikile Mbalula
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Debmarine Premiership Fixtures

Orlando Pirates FC vs Life Fighters FC 
16h00 Rehoboth Stadium

Tigers FC vs Julinho Sporting FC 17h00 
SKW Stadium

Citizens FC vs Young Brazilians FC 17h00 
UNAM Stadium

Okahandja United FC vs Black Africa FC 
16h00 Nau -  Aib Stadium

Mighty Gunners FC vs Young African FC 
18h00 Mokati Stadium

Eleven Arrows FC vs Tura  Magic FC 
14h00 Jan Wilkens Stadium

Blue Waters FC vs UNAM FC 
17h00 Jan Wilkens Stadium

Samuel Daniel

Timoteus Iyambo

The Namibian Newspaper Cup 2023 
Tournament  launched

The Namibian Newspaper Cup, 
which is sponsored by Standard Bank 
Namibia will kicks off on April 7 this 
year. Otjozondjupa region will host 
the tournament in Otjiwarongo town 
which will be played over four days. 
This year the tournament will turn 21 
years.

The tournament always gives a 
chance to young people from different 
regions across the country to exercise 
their talent in football and netball. 
Young people under 20 years can 
participate in the tournament.

Speaking at the launch in Otjiwarongo 
on Tuesday, The Namibian Deputy 
Editor Isack Hamata said that the 
estimated number of players who 
have gone through the tournament is 
about 10,000 of which some of them 
are now playing outside the country.

Previously, the tournament did 
not include netball and was only 
added four years ago. In her speech, 
Netball President Rebekka Goagoses 
expressed gratitude that the platform 
has produced outstanding netball 
players, some of whom are now 
playing outside the county and 
they›re representing our country. She 
mentioned some players like Monica 
Gamases and Rochelle are now 
playing in South Africa.

Among the delegates who attended 

the launch was Otjozondjupa 
Governor James Uerikua who said 
“Otjozondjupa stands firmly behind 
the organizers and the people of the 
region are committed to putting on a 
remarkable event for you”.

Standard Bank Namibia 
representative Frieda Albertus said “ 
We cooperate as we believe the event 
is purpose-driven. We thank The 
Namibian for creating and persevering 
with this important event. ”

Also speeking at the event, Namibia 
Football Association (NFA) secretary 
general Jochen Traut said that The 
Namibian Newspaper Cup is in line 
with the development of youth football 
and creates ongoing competitive 
exposure for young players who are 
ready to showcase their best skills. He 
further stated that the NFA is proud to 
be part of the initiative and that more 
sponsors are needed to keep football 
alive in Namibia.

The theme of this year›s tournament 
is “ Revive economic growth through 
sport ”. The sponsors of this cup are 
Namibia Broadcasting Corporation 
(NBC), Ministry of Sports, Youth 
and National Service, Namibia Sport 
Commission and Coca-Cola.

Major of Otjiwarongo Gottlieb 
Candy Shivute informed the audience 
that they are ready to host the 

tournament and welcomed everyone 
to the town as they will be coming for 
the tournament in April.

Here is The tournament draw:

FOOTBALL

Group A - Omaheke, Kavango East, 
Oshikoto, Kavango West;

Group B - //Kharas, Zambezi, 
Khomas, Otjozondjupa;

Group C - Kunene, Hardap, Omusati;
Group D - Erongo, Ohangwena, 
Oshana.

NETBALL

Group A - Otjozondjupa, Kavango 
East, Hardap, Zambezi, Omusati, 
Kavango West, Khomas;

Group B - //Kharas, Kunene, Erongo, 
Oshikoto, Oshana, Omaheke, 
Ohangwena.

NNPC Hold Its First Para-Sport Activation 
To Hunt For New Talents

The Namibian National Paralympic 
Committee (NNPC) in conjunction with the 
International Paralympic Committee (IPC) 
hosted a para-sport activation in Windhoek, 
Okuryangava on Tuesday,The initiative, 
which aimed to create awareness, highlighted 
the focus on research, development, and 
participation in sports activities by people 
living with disabilities.

Inspected by Michael Hamukwaya, 
the secretary of the Namibia National 
Paralympic Committee, he stated the need to 
bring sport to the people in the community 
and introduce athletes with impairments to 
various activities.

“This initiative is to provide a route into 
sport. After testing them, we register the 
participants who showcased their talents, 
hoping they will display their skills on 
national and international levels,” she said, 
adding that there are many talented people 
with disabilities in Namibia, most of whom 
are stigmatized and therefore need to be 
brought on board.

The project also aimed to address social 
problems such as discrimination and stigma 
faced by people living with disabilities 
by promoting community involvement in 
parasports and the opportunities available to 
them.

According to Hamukwaya, the initiative 
was welcomed by the 30 para-athletes who 
took part in the trials. Various paralympic 
sports, such as para powerlifting, para-
archery, and wheelchair basketball, were 
exhibited in the first initiative.

Hamukwaya also stressed out the need 
for funds, which is the main challenge the 
NNPC is facing, requesting companies and 
individuals to come on board to help this 
initiative branch out to different parts of the 
country. “We got some funding from Toyata 
Worldwide as a partner of IPC, which is not 
enough to reach everyone,” he said.

“We hope we can bring this project to 
different people again, not only in this 
community but also in villages all over the 
country,” Hamukwaya stated.

Saturday - 11 March 2023
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